
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

________________________________________________ 
: 

FENICIA REDMAN (Pro Se), : 
: 

Plaintiff, : CIVIL ACTION 
: 

v. : No. 22-3389 
: 
: 

THOMAS WESTERMAN WOLF, JOSHUA SHAPIRO, LESLIE PIKE, :
PATRICIA DOYLE, JENNIFER ARMSTRONG, DAVID BARRATT,  :
TRICIA CHASINOFF, STEPHEN DITTMAN, RACHEL GALLEGOS, :
DANIEL F. GOFFREDO, SAMANTHA JOUIN, WENDY LITZKE,    :
NEHA MEHTA, ANDREA RIZZO, CHARLES PETERSON, STEPHEN :
O’TOOLE, JOANNA WEXLER, HEIDI CAPETOLA, HENRY MCCLOSKEY,  :
TRICIA BECK, JENNIFER BLAKE, ANDREA DINMORE, KELSEY BOGAN:

Defendants.     : 
________________________________________________: 

PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION  
TO DEFENDANT DOYLES MOTIONS TO DISMISS 

Plaintiff’s complaint to East Whiteland Police Department 

1. On December 6, 2021, Plaintiff met with Chief Chris Yeager and Detective
Patricia Doyle (“Defendant Doyle”).

2. Plaintiff complained Great Valley School District has unrestricted material in her
minor son’s school library that should be investigated as corruption of minors, PA
Consolidated Statutes, Title18 Crimes and Offenses, Chapter 59, Section 5903.
Obscene and other sexual materials and performances, (c) Dissemination to minors:

No person shall knowingly disseminate by sale, loan or otherwise explicit 
sexual materials to a minor. "Explicit sexual materials," as used in this  
subsection, means materials which are obscene or: 

(1) any picture, photograph, drawing, sculpture, motion picture film,
videotape or similar visual representation or image of a person or portion
of the human body which depicts nudity, sexual conduct, or
sadomasochistic abuse and which is harmful to minors; or
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Plaintiff’s complaint to East Whiteland Police Department 
 

(2)  any book, pamphlet, magazine, printed matter however reproduced, or 
sound recording which contains any matter enumerated in paragraph (1), or explicit  

and detailed verbal descriptions or narrative accounts of sexual excitement, 
sexual conduct, or sadomasochistic abuse and which, taken as a whole, is harmful to 
minors. 

 
3. Plaintiff handed Defendant Doyle the book All Boys Aren’t Blue with excerpts 

highlighted:   
 
 Page 266. He reached his hand down and pulled out my dick. He quickly  

      went to giving me head.  
  

 Page 268. I remember the condom was blue and flavored like cotton candy.  
      I put some lube on, and began to slide into him from behind… 
      We went at it for about fifteen minutes before I started to get that 

                                       Feeling. I pulled out of him, and kissed him while he masturbated. 
          Then, he also came. 
 

  Page 271. This was my ass, and I was struggling to imagine something inside  
          Me. And he was… large. But, I was gonna try. As an avid porn  
          Watcher, the only  thing I knew about anal sex previously was that  
          It was painful… Nervous and drunk, I listened and got on my  
          Stomach. He got on top and slowly inserted himself into me. It was 
          The worst pain I think I had ever felt in my life. 
            

4. After reading excerpts Defendant Doyle said “my daughters grew up around horses, 
when they were having sex I’d let them see it, that sex was natural”. Defendant Doyle 
added she had no problem if her daughters read All Boys Aren’t Blue. 

 
5. Plaintiff turned to Chief Yeager and asked if he could assign another officer who  

could maintain an unbiased review of Plaintiff’s complaint. Chief Yeager replied his 
witness of the interview would suffice. 

 
6. December 6, 2021, 3:51pm, Plaintiff sent Defendant Doyle an email requesting a copy 

of Plaintiff’s complaint: 
 

From: Fenicia Redman   
Sent: Monday, December 6, 2021 3:51 PM 
To: Patricia Doyle <@eastwhitelandpd.org> 
Cc: Chris Yeager <@eastwhitelandpd.org> 
Subject: F. Redman - Criminal Complaint, Corrupting Minors, GVSD 
Importance: High 

  

Tricia, 
  

When today can I have a copy of my complaint as shared with you and  
Chief Yeager this afternoon? 

  

Thank you, 
Fenicia Redman 
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Plaintiff’s complaint to East Whiteland Police Department 
 

7. December 6, 2021, 4:09pm, Defendant Doyle provided a report update: 
 

From: Patricia Doyle <@eastwhitelandpd.org> 
To: "Fenicia Redman" 
Cc: "Chris Yeager"<@eastwhitelandpd.org> 
Date: Mon, 06 Dec 2021 16:09:25 -0500 
Subject: RE: F. Redman - Criminal Complaint, Corrupting Minors, GVSD 
 
Good afternoon. 

  
My initial report is complete.  

 
8. December 7, 2021, 8:39am, Plaintiff raised objections to the accuracy of Defendant 

Doyle’s police report: 
 

From: Fenicia Redman 
To: "'Chris Yeager'"<@eastwhitelandpd.org> 
Cc: "'Patricia Doyle'"<@eastwhitelandpd.org> 
Date: Tue, 07 Dec 2021 08:39:26 -0500 
Subject: Statements missing - RE: Copy of Police Report 
 
Good Morning Chief Yeager, 

  

Comparing my memorialized notes of my statement to you and Detective Doyle  
with the police report you emailed yesterday the following statements are missing: 

   

1. Proactive requests of curriculum - Before this school year began I emailed a 
request to the High School assistant principal (copied below) requesting copies of 
the 2021/2022 curriculum.  Proactively knowing when any material we deem 
objectionable would be taught to our son would allow my husband and I to seek 
an exemption from attending the class. 

  

2. Corrupting minors - My objections to sharing sexually explicit material with our 
son applies to any person on person sexual encounter. It is my job as parent to 
determine when my son is ready for discussions regarding sex. I’d like an adult 
to tell me what is the education value in having a minor child have access in a 
school library, regardless if it is recommended reading, to the graphic content 
described in All Boys Aren’t Blue. 

  

Detective Doyle shared her daughters grew up around horses who were sexually  
active in front of her daughters, she had conversation with her daughters sex early  
on, and felt comfortable with the sexual content described in All Boys Aren’t Blue.  
I replied to Detective Doyle she has the right to share whatever sexual content she  
is comfortable with her daughters. I am raising my son to respect girls and abstain  
from sex until he is an adult. 

  

This conversation is where the subject of liberal v conservative, democrat v 
republican developed. “She responded that the DA is a Democrat and would likely 
take no action” is completely out of context. Either add the entirety of the exchange 
between Detective Doyle and me, or remove the reference to politics. 
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 Plaintiff’s complaint to East Whiteland Police Department 
 

3. Homophobic - Any inference that I am homophobic is slanderous. I shared that 
my friend and personal trainer whom I train with twice a week is gay. 

  

4. Great Valley School Board and Superintendent - November 2021 I gave public 
comment during the Great Valley School district board meeting, read Judge 
Gardner’s 2014 factual summary of then Principal Goffredo (now GVSD 
Superintendent) failure to investigate several sexual harassment claims by 
multiple female students, leading to the eventual abuse of one Jane Doe. 
Yesterday I emailed you and Detective Doyle a copy of Jude Gardner’s 43-page 
summary, copied again below. 

  

Last night during the December Great Valley School Board meeting I again read  
portions from Judge Gardner’s factual summary. 

  

My record thoroughly documents proactive measures with the GVSD regarding  
sexually content shared with our minor child, current educators who ignored  
sexual complaints by minors in the past, and now dismiss a Judges’ FACTS  
regarding sexual harassment complaints as assertions. 

  

I don’t care if the DA is democrat, republican or independent, four minor children 
at this moment have copies of All Boys Aren’t Blue.  The content in “Chapter 15  
Losing My Virginity Twice” fits the definition Corrupting the Morals of a Minor. 

  

Please update the police report to add my (4) statements listed above. 
  

Thank you, 
Fenicia Redman 

  
9. December 7, 2021, 9:30am, Defendant Doyle agreed to add Plaintiffs concerns to the  

police report: 
 
 

From: Patricia Doyle <@eastwhitelandpd.org> 
To: "Fenicia Redman", "Chris Yeager"@eastwhitelandpd.org> 
Date: Tue, 07 Dec 2021 09:30:39 -0500 
Subject: RE: Statements missing - RE: Copy of Police Report 
 

Fenicia, 
  

I will cut and paste your email and attach it to the report.  I did not make  
any reference to you being homophobic and I believe the statement you made  
about the DA is important.  You taught me a valuable lesson …. I will NEVER  
share personal history with a person when I am trying to relate to them and  
their situation.  You asked me how I felt and I told you… I don’t think that  
belongs in a police report.  And to be clear….I never said I felt “comfortable with 
the sexual content”.  What I said was I would not have objected to my daughters 
reading the book in High School.  
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 Plaintiff’s complaint to East Whiteland Police Department 
 

10.  December 7, 2021, 5:13pm, Plaintiff again asks for an unbiased investigator: 
 

From: Fenicia Redman  
To: "Chris Yeager"<@eastwhitelandpd.org> 
Date: Tue, 07 Dec 2021 18:13:05 -0500 
Subject: Redman Criminal complaint - Det. Doyle 
 

Good evening Chief Yeager, 
  

Detective Doyle has tainted the neutrality we expect of an investigator. 
  

We respectfully request a new detective or officer investigate my complaint and  
interact with the District Attorney. 

  

Please advise. Thank you. 
  

Fenicia Redman 
 

 
11. December 9, 2021, 1:38pm, Defendant Doyle’s “investigation” was a sham: 

 
a. she lied when she wrote Plaintiff “filed a complaint that the district  

is forcing children to read pornographic material” and  
 

b. demonstrated her disregard for the law, disrespect of Plaintiff’s concerns 
for her minor child, and other minors in the high school when she wrote 
“there are students in the high school that are 18 and over and are 
allowed to read what they want. Thank you! Tricia” 
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12. December 9, 2021, 3:15pm, high school principal, Heidi Capetola, Defendant  
Capetola, taking lead from Defendant Doyle, joins the disregard for the law and  
protection of minors in her care: 
 

                   
 
 

13. December 9, 2021, 3:36pm, Defendant Doyle’s “investigation” update speaks to  
a summer reading list, and the DA’s update.  
 
To be clear, a lie told over and over does not make it true: Defendant Doyle  
asked if the book was on a summer reading list. Plaintiffs’ concern has and continues 
to be minors having unrestricted access to sexually explicit material in the high school 
library and digital portal. 
 
 

To: "Fenicia Redman" 
Cc: "Chris Yeager"<@eastwhitelandpd.org> 
Date: Thu, 09 Dec 2021 15:36:58 -0500 
Subject: RE: Statements missing - RE: Copy of Police Report 
 
Hello Fenicia, 

  
I heard back from the school….that book was never on a required  
reading list or summer reading list. 

  
I also heard back from the DA’s Office…they do not believe this to be a criminal  
matter.  This case will be closed on our end. 

  
Det. Sgt. Doyle 
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 Plaintiff’s complaint to East Whiteland Police Department 
 

14. December 11, 2021, 8:16am, Plaintiff restates her concerns of Defendant Doyle’s  
“investigative” bias and ongoing complaint: 
 

From: Fenicia Redman  
To: "Chris Yeager"<@eastwhitelandpd.org>, "Patricia Doyle"<@eastwhitelandpd.org> 
Date: Sat, 11 Dec 2021 08:16:09 -0500 
Subject: Redman Criminal Complaint - Corrupting Morals of a Minor 
 
Good morning and thank you for the update. 

 
For the record moving forward:  

 
1. Hard copies of All Boys Aren’t Blue are available in the Great Valley  
    High School library 
 
2. Detective Doyle raised the “required reading” angle and argued the 

school is not forcing minors to read the book, a biased defense of the  
School given Detective Doyle’s statement in support of the book 

 
3. “Required reading” notwithstanding,  (4) minors have signed the book  

out of the Great Valley High School library system  
 

4. Mrs. Redman complaint rests entirely on the books availability to her  
currently enrolled minor child and other minors, specific to Chapter 15:  
Losing my Virginity Twice, and the sexually graphic descriptions therein. 

 
Thank you and Merry Christmas. 

Fenicia Redman  
  

Conclusion 

Defendant Doyle swore an oath to support, obey, and defend the Constitution of the  
United States and the Constitution of Pennsylvania, to discharge her duties with fidelity, 
(good faith).  
 

Defendant Doyle’s “investigation” of Plaintiff’s complaint was prejudiced by Defendant’s 
sexual morality and parental choices, lies represented as Plaintiff’s statements, and 
support to the Great Valley School District to continue transfer of sexually explicit 
material to minors.  
 

The relief Plaintiff sought in December 2021 could have been achieved if Defendant Doyle 
with fidelity, appealed to her friends at Great Valley School District to restrict explicit 
sexual material from minor’s access.  
 

Defendant Doyle was the first law enforcement official to deny Plaintiff equal protection 
under the law, and with malice violated Plaintiff’s parental rights as recognized by the 
14th Amendment Due Process Clause. Plaintiff asks the Court to deny Defendant Doyle’s 
Motion to Dismiss. 

 
        Respectfully Submitted, 
        Fenicia Redman 
        Date: December 14, 2022 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 
  I, Fenicia Redman, hereby certify that the foregoing Plaintiff’s Response in 
 
Opposition to Defendant Doyle’s Motion to Dismiss was filed electronically this 14th of December 
 
2022, and that a true and correct copy was served electronically through the Courts system upon  
 
Defendant’s Counsel this 14th of December 2022.   
 
        
         Fenicia Redman 
         Plaintiff, pro se 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rufus A. Jennings 
Deasy, Mahoney & Valentini 
rjennings@dmvlawfirm.com 
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From: Fenicia Redman <fredman@spinnakerms.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2022 11:18 PM
To: PAED Documents
Subject: Redman v Wolf - Plaintiff’s Response in Opposition to Defendant Doyles Motion to Dismiss.
Attachments: 121422 REDMAN v WOLF et al. - Plaintiff Response in Opposition to Def Doyle Motion.pdf

CAUTION - EXTERNAL: 

REDMAN v WOLF et al. 
Civil Action No. 22-3389 

Attached is a copy of Plaintiff’s Response in Opposition to Defendant Doyles Motion to Dismiss. 

Thank you, 
Fenicia Redman 
Plaintiff 

CAUTION - EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated outside the Judiciary. Exercise caution when opening 
attachments or clicking on links. 




